3.5- Group Discussions and outcome presentation

The last day of the peace dialogue was started by group discussions conducted separately by Teltelle and Dukana elders to come up with their comments on the peace proposal offered by the elder mediators the other day.

After a discussion for more than three hours, especially by the Dukana communities, finally both groups agreed to the peace proposal offered by the elders.

According to the final agreement:
- The Dukana will pay blood compensation of 45 cattle to Teltelle.
- The Dukana will organize traditional gatherings in order to search for the killer of the child and take necessary action to bring the killer to justice (government Authorities).
- The Teltelle will pay a total of 75 cattle as a blood compensation for two people killed and one wounded person of Dukana.
- The Teltelle agreed to accept final results on the efforts of the Dukana elders in finding the killer of the child and bringing him to justice according to traditional mechanisms.

Finally, both groups agreed to send back 5 representatives each to Dillo after 45 days to share information on the state of affairs and in order to decide the exact date for a final peace dialogue and exchange of the cattle for the compensation.

All peace dialogue participants including the elder mediators thanked both the Teltelle and Dukana representatives for showing interest to solve their conflicts in peaceful manner. The Dillo Woreda Administrator Mr. Guyo provided one bull on behalf of his